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A B S T R A C T

Understanding the deformation, strengthening and failure mechanisms in polycrystalline nickel-base super-
alloys is necessary to develop next generation alloys for application in highly demanding environments.
Here, the aim is to examine the various ways in which solution- and g ’ precipitation-strengthening affect the
deformation behaviour of three Ni-based superalloys through deformation mapping and investigation at
multiple length-scales. This is achieved using high-resolution digital image correlation to quantify local
strain, electron backscattered diffraction for lattice rotations and electron channelling contrast imaging to
investigate dislocation-mediated mechanisms of deformation. This approach bridges the gap between nano-
scale microscopy of dislocation-g ’ interactions and macro-scale measurements of mechanical properties,
such as yield stress, flow stress and the strain-hardening rate. Deformation in solution-strengthened alloys
progresses by a slip band refinement mechanism, which results in low levels of dislocation pileup at grain
boundaries and so better grain deformation compatibility with neighbours. Deformation in the g ’-strength-
ened alloys evolves through a glide plane softening mechanism and the resulting high strain localisation
impinges on grain boundaries, creating diffuse strain regions at the boundary. In the coarse-g ’ variant there
is more Orowan looping and cross slip around larger precipitates, more slip planes are active and more
grain-scale cross slip takes place, resulting in greater local friction stresses and therefore greater macroscopic
flow stresses and strain-hardening rates. We provide evidence of greater interaction between intersecting
non co-planar slip bands in the g ’-strengthened alloys, which contributes to the strain-hardening by progres-
sively decreasing the slip distance. This mechanism is not observed in the solution-strengthened alloy.

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license. (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)
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1. Introduction

In polycrystalline precipitation-hardened Ni-based superalloys,
the microstructure commonly consists of an fcc g phase matrix and a
high volume fraction of L12 g ’. This microstructure is essential for the
high temperature mechanical properties of current generation aero
engine components, such as high-pressure turbine discs [1]. The pre-
cipitation-strengthened alloy RR1000 was developed as an improve-
ment to Udimet� 720Li for better strength, improved damage
tolerance and creep resistance [2]. RR1000 is usually processed to
display a complex, multimodal spherical g ’ distribution. In order to
understand the individual contributions of g ’ in different size
regimes, previous groups have developed unimodal g ’ size distribu-
tions and investigated various mechanical testing regimes [3�14];
neutron diffraction experiments were employed to measure the elas-
tic strain response of g and g ’ and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) investigations to derive the dislocation-mediated mechanisms
responsible for the mechanical behaviour [15]. In general, it is agreed
that deformation proceeds by shearing of smaller particles by cou-
pled dislocations [3] and by bypassing larger particles by Orowan
looping [16]; models are able to capture the strengthening due to
these mechanisms reasonably well [17].

The performance of a polycrystalline material and its localised
failure depend on the strain localisation and how this interacts
with the microstructure, with controlling factors being the grain
size, the texture, the phases present and the deformation substruc-
tures [18]. Whilst the interactions between dislocations and g ’ are
well understood, there is a lack of understanding in how such inter-
actions contribute towards strain localisation and, ultimately, alloy
performance under various loading conditions such as monotonic
mechanical load, cyclic fatigue, long-term creep and dynamic crack
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Table 1
Nominal alloy compositions for RR1000 and Inconel 690 [97].

Alloy Cr Co Fe Mo Nb Al Ti Ta Hf C B Zr Ni

RR1000 15.0 18.5 � 5.0 1.1 3.0 3.6 2.0 0.5 0.027 0.015 0.06 Bal
Inconel 690 29.0 � 9.0 � � � � � � 0.025 � � Bal
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growth. This is because TEM investigations are commonly used to
explore mechanisms of dislocation-microstructure interaction
[19�25]. TEM, however, although it provides high spatial resolu-
tion and crystallographic information, it can only give limited infor-
mation regarding the magnitude and the history of the local
deformation. Furthermore, stress and strain artefacts may be intro-
duced by sample thinning and the representativeness of data from
small volumes is questionable. In this paper we aim to bridge these
shortcomings by imaging dislocations directly in the regions from
which measures of deformation are quantified.

The primary way by which deformation proceeds in metals and
alloys is through dislocation glide within localised slip bands. The mea-
surement of strain associated with slip traces, their interaction with
microstructural features and their contribution to local failure is a topic
of on-going investigation using strain mapping techniques and multi-
scale direct observations with electron channelling contrast imaging
(ECCI) and TEM [26�32]. The high magnitude of lattice distortion at
grain boundaries is well known [33�38] and is consistent with Ashby’s
explanation of GND pile up at grain boundaries to result in local lattice
misorientation [39] and backstresses that contribute to local slip resis-
tance [40]. However, there are other ways in which lattice misorienta-
tion can occur at grain boundaries. For instance, slip band
impingement on a grain boundary can cause lattice misorientation in
the neighbouring grain close to the boundary [41,42], which is espe-
cially prevalent if slip transmission is not favourable [42]. Further, spe-
cial types of boundaries, such as the S3 annealing twin boundaries,
and their interaction with high angle grain boundaries are known to be
important in strain localisation that develop towards fatigue crack initi-
ation sites [43]. An understanding of these interactions can be
approached by coupling high resolution digital image correlation
(HRDIC) to measure plastic history with electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) to measure local lattice rotation [26].

In the present work, our aim is to investigate quantitatively the
effect of the presence and size of g ’ strengthening particles on strain
localisation, local deformation mechanisms and mechanical properties.
This is achieved by employing automated data collection routines for
HRDIC [44] and EBSD [45] techniques to obtain correlative, quantitative
measures of plastic strain localisation and lattice distortion. The lateral
resolution of these data presented here after post-processing image and
orientation data from the scanning electron microscope (SEM) is on the
order of 100 nm for the HRDIC strain data and 500 nm for the EBSD ori-
entation data. The field of view has a size of »1£ 0.5 mm2. This
approach allows a quantitative and statistical, representative descrip-
tion of the deformation microstructure, the mechanisms involved in
deformation and how their strain localisation contributes to mechanical
properties such as yield stress, flow stress and the rate of strain-harden-
ing. The dislocation-mediated nanoscale mechanisms that contribute to
the local deformation character are investigated using site-specific dif-
fraction-controlled (c)ECCI with a lateral resolution of »10 nm in the
SEM [46]. cECCI allows to observe and analyse extended lattice defects
in a way similar to scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
but with the significant advantage that bulk samples can be observed.
The correlative approach taken here allows us to image individual dislo-
cations and their interaction with the microstructure at specific defor-
mation regions of interest selected from the HRDIC and EBSD data. In
doing so, we are able to build a picture of the effect of the presence and
size of g’ on the nano-scale deformation mechanisms and how this con-
tributes to the strain localisation and macroscopic mechanical proper-
ties that are measured at themeso‑ andmacro-scale.
2. Experimental

2.1. Material

The alloys investigated here were Inconel 690, a purely solution-
strengthened Ni superalloy, and g ’-strengthened RR1000, heat-treated
to produce either fine- or coarse-sized g ’. The nominal alloy composi-
tions for Inconel 690 and RR1000 are given in Table 1. The heat treat-
ments for the modified RR1000 were carried out on
20£ 20£ 100mm blocks and followed procedures described in [14].
These procedures resulted in either the unimodal coarse-g ’ or near
unimodal fine-g ’microstructure.

2.2. Precipitate characterisation

In order to characterize the morphology of g ’ precipitates some
samples were polished with successive mechanical grinding and pol-
ishing steps, finishing with 0.06mm colloidal silica, and then etched
using a two-part etchant. Etchant part 1 was made of 150ml H2O,
150ml HCL and 2.5 g MoO3. Etchant part 2 was made of 15ml HNO3

and 25ml H2O. To make the combined etchant, part 2 was added to
30ml of part 1. The etching procedure removed the g ’ precipitates
and remaining structures were imaged in a FEI Sirion FEG-SEM using
a through -lens secondary electron detector in ultra high resolution
mode.

2.3. Orientation mapping

Orientation mapping was performed in the region of interest
using a FEG-SEM (Zeiss Sigma) equipped with an Oxford Instru-
ments electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) system, consisting of
a NordlyNano detector and Aztec software version 3. Scans were
performed at an operating voltage of 30 kV and a probe current of
»7.8 nA using the 120mm aperture in high current mode. An area
of »1£ 0.5 mm was scanned with a step size of 0.5mm at an acqui-
sition rate of »35 Hz. The Oxford Instruments Aztec software was
used for Hough transform-based indexing of diffraction patterns. All
orientation mapping was performed in the deformed state after
removal of the gold speckle with a very light mechanical polish
using 60 nm colloidal silica for approximately 60 s. The EBSD data,
together with the HRDIC data, for all three alloys are available for
download [47�49].

2.4. High resolution digital image correlation

2.4.1. Gold remodelling
A gold speckle was applied to the polished sample surface using

the gold remodelling technique [44]. A 25�40 nm thick gold layer
was deposited onto the sample surface using an Edwards S150B sput-
ter coater at a rate of 5�8 nm min�1. Following this, the remodelling
was performed in a water vapour environment for 3 hr.

2.4.2. Image acquisition
Backscattered electron images (BSEI) of the gold speckle pattern

were obtained before and after the deformation step using a FEI
Magellan HR 400 L FEG-SEM. BSEI are preferred over secondary elec-
tron images because the high compositional contrast between the
gold and the nickel provides well-defined features for tracking and
the BSEI do not suffer as much from contrast changes due to carbon
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contamination and surface relief caused by deformation. To maximise
the lateral resolution, the microscope was operated at a voltage of
5 kV with a + 2 kV stage bias and a probe current of 0.8 nA. A working
distance of 4mm was chosen to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio. A
mosaic of 40 columns x 20 rows was used to collect 800 images with
a 20% overlap, corresponding to a field of view of » 1£ 0.5mm. Each
image had a pixel resolution of 2048£ 1768 pixels with a pixel size
of 14.6 nm. After the deformation step, great care was taken to ensure
that the contrast and brightness of the post-deformation images
closely represented those in the non-deformed state in order to mini-
mise systematic error.

2.4.3. Mechanical testing
Dogbone samples were machined for tensile testing and micro-

structural characterisation by electric discharge machining (EDM).
The samples were 50mm in length and 1mm thick, with tabs of
dimensions 10£ 10 mm and a gauge length of 30mm. The EDM
recast layer was removed by grinding and the sample surface pol-
ished with the final step being colloidal silica (0.06mm) for
»10 min. The dogbone samples were deformed in monotonic uni-
axial tension to failure on an Instron 5569 10 kN loadcell at an ini-
tial strain rate of 1.6£ 10�4 s � 1. The displacement was monitored
with an MTS extensometer to failure. This provided full stress-
strain data to fracture, and the point of fracture was captured
within the gauge length measured by the extensometer. For
HRDIC, the dogbone samples were deformed under monotonic uni-
axial tension using a Kammrath & Weiss 5 kN tension-compression
microtester. The sample was deformed at a rate of 1.6£ 10�4 s � 1

to a global macroscopic uniaxial engineering strain of » 0.02. After
deformation, the sample was removed from the tensile testing
device and post-deformation images of the gold speckle pattern
were obtained in the unloaded state as described in Section 2.4.2.
Then, the gold speckle pattern was removed prior to post-defor-
mation orientation mapping and cECCI investigation of dislocation
structures.

2.4.4. Image correlation
The image mosaics were stitched together using the Grid/Collec-

tion stitching plugin for FIJI [50] and cropped into 8 separate areas
for image correlation due to computer memory limitations. The
stitched images from the deformed and non-deformed state were
correlated using LaVision’s commercially available DIC software,
DaVis 8 [51]. The systematic error was calculated by comparing two
images in the non-deformed state. These images were from the
same region but the sample was removed from the microscope and
replaced before taking the second image. The two images were then
correlated using decreasing interrogation window sizes to optimise
the size [44]. It was found that using a sub-window size of 8£ 8 pix-
els and no overlap resulted in the best resolution whilst keeping the
systematic error below an effective strain of 0.01. The uncertainty in
strain measurement is therefore ɛeff»0.01 (Eq. (2)) for a strain map
lateral resolution of 117 nm. Hence, the lateral resolution of our
measurements of strain is limited by an initial “gauge length” of
117 nm. While this means that slip bands separated by a distance
less than 117 nm are observed as a single trace, our measurements
still measure their combined strain and use of different algorithms
give consistent results in terms of strain magnitude [52]. Indeed,
the cECCI observations here show that slip bands in the solution
strengthened and fine-g ’ variant are on the order of 30 and 50 nm
wide, respectively, the coarse-g ’ variant being on the order of
200 nm wide for a single slip band. While a very fine slip trace spac-
ing has been reported for Ni-based superalloys during fatigue by
direct imaging techniques [32], this is likely due to slip band irre-
versibility [53] which is not a consideration for monotonic tension.
The discontinuity of a slip band raises an issue of accuracy for meas-
urements of local strain that are an average of locally slipped and
non-slipped material, and investigation of this in the literature is
on-going [29,54].

The image correlation results in full-field displacement maps u(x1,
x2, 0) on the x1£2 plane with normal x3. The individual components
of the displacement gradient tensor can be found by the gradient of
the displacement with respect to the macroscopic directions using
Eq. (1).
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The positional and displacement data for all alloys are available
for download [47�49].
2.5. Data analysis routines

The EBSD data and displacement data were analysed using our own
Python NumPy [55] routines and were visualized using Matplotlib [56].
These routines are available through the open source DefDAP library
(Deformation Data Analysis in Python) [57]. The manipulation of Euler
angles was performed with quaternion algebra, the details for which
are well described elsewhere [58�60], and the grain-level misorienta-
tion (f) was calculated by the grain reference orientation distribution
(GRODMean) [61], defined as the misorientation of every pixel within a
grain with respect to the mean orientation. The EBSD grain boundaries
were defined as neighbouring pixels with a misorientation greater than
5° The boundaries were used to masque grains for both the EBSD and
the HRDIC data. The EBSD grain boundaries were mapped onto the
HRDIC data using manually selected homologous material points (usu-
ally triple junctions that are obvious in both data sets) to define an affine
transform (resize, shear, rotation) between the two datasets. The affine
transformation accounts for the distortion associated with specimen
tilting [62,63] but cannot account for distortions that arise from barrel-
ling effects at low magnification nor distortions due to drift [63]. There-
fore, we have taken multiple smaller EBSD maps at higher
magnification as recommended by Nolze [62] and use a piecewise affine
transformation to account for any drift, although none was immediately
evident. While alternative methods have been proposed for better fit of
EBSD data to data obtained at zero tilt [63,64], we find the affine
approachworks well for the distortions encountered on ourmicroscope.
This procedure then enables grain segmentation of the HRDIC data and
single grain analysis of plastic strain for several hundreds of grains, as
does its correlation to lattice misorientation data from EBSD.
2.6. Single grain analysis of slip character

Single grains are isolated from the HRDIC data using manually
selected homologous material points (usually triple points that are
obvious in both data sets) to define an affine transform (resize, shear,
rotation) of the EBSD grain boundaries onto the HRDIC strain data.

The following slip characteristics are quantified for each grain:
number of slip planes, slip planarity (planar, diffuse or a mixture of
the two), the presence of cross slip, slip band bifurcation, slip band
fading towards a grain boundary and slip band impingement upon a
grain boundary. As the analysis could be not be easily automated the
analysis was performed manually for »500 grains in each alloy vari-
ant. The number of slip systems was determined as the number of
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non co-planar slip plane families within the grain. The slip planarity
was characterised as either planar or diffuse: planar slip is character-
ised by well-defined, lamella slip and diffuse slip was characterised
by strain above the uncertainty in the strain measurement (0.01) and
but, if planar, then very fine slip that creates diffuse regions of strain.
If a grain contained less than »10% diffuse strain, as measured by
eye, it was categorised as a grain exhibiting planar slip and, likewise,
if a grain contained less than »10% planar slip it was categorised as
exhibiting diffuse slip. Grains with a mixture of the two types of slip
contained both planar and diffuse characteristics outside of this
90:10 split. The presence of other slip characteristics, such as cross
slip, slip band bifurcation, fading and impingement were counted if
any such instance occurred within a grain. Note that a single grain
may contain many or even all of these additional characteristics.

2.7. Image analysis

To quantify the amounts of well-defined planar slip and diffuse
high-strain regions, band width filters were applied to the DIC images.
Low frequencies correspond to diffuse hot spot regions while high fre-
quencies correspond to sharp and high frequency slip traces. The filter
parameters were optimised for the solid solution alloy because this
alloy contains the most homogeneous strain distribution and is there-
fore the most sensitive to thresholding. The same masque and thresh-
old parameters principles were then applied to the strain maps of the
other two alloys. The FFT was masked with a circular region of interest
with a diameter equal to 5% of the pixel size of the FFT. The inverse
FFTs were thresholded to half the maximum height of the intensity
frequency distribution. We found that this provided sufficient detail to
capture the slip traces and the diffuse strain regions.

2.8. Electron channelling contrast imaging

Diffraction-controlled cECCI allows the site-specific imaging of
defects; recent work has demonstrated its usefulness in identification
of slip band interactions with microstructural features [32,65]. The
interested reader is directed elsewhere for a detailed review on the
ECCI method [46]. In the present work, cECCI was applied to further
investigate plastic strain and lattice distortion in areas selected from
HRDIC and EBSD measurements, respectively. This approach avoided
the use of much more time consuming and volume-limited TEM
investigation. Here, a Zeiss Sigma FEG-SEM with a Gemini column
was used for its highly parallel beam at an accelerating voltage of
30 kV. An aperture size of 120mm in high current mode resulted in a
high probe current of »12 nA. Imaging was performed using a
retractable 16mm circular backscatter electron (BSE) detector made
by Deben. High current is necessary to reduce noise of the relatively
weak channelling signal. Despite this relatively high current, the lat-
eral resolution of the image stays in the order of 10 nm, which is suf-
ficient to resolve the here appearing dislocation densities. A
Kleindiek E5AT eucentric substage with precise sample tilt and rota-
tion axes was used to position the sample in accurate well-defined
channelling conditions. The tilt and rotation angles for well-defined
channelling conditions were determined by measuring the crystal
orientations with EBSD and then applying the software TOCA to sim-
ulate the electron channelling patterns for different stage positions.
The relative positions of stage and EBSD detector was calibrated using
a single crystal Si h100i using a procedure outlined in [46]. Electron
channelling contrast follows the same principles as diffraction imag-
ing in TEM: in order to image an area by excitation of a certain dif-
fraction vector, g(hkl), the lattice planes (hkl) need to be tilted such
that the primary electron beam impinges on these planes under the
Bragg angle u(hkl). In a Kikuchi pattern this corresponds to the case
that the primary beam direction is on one of the (hkl) Kikuchi lines
(this case is called the “two-beam” case in TEM). Under these condi-
tions the electrons channel deep into the lattice and produce very
few backscattered electrons. In a BSEI the area under observation
thus appears dark. Extended defects that distort the lattice planes
(hkl) disturb the electron channelling and lead to strong backscatter-
ing. As a consequence these defects are visible by high intensity on
an otherwise dark background. In the Ni-based material investigated
here the defect contrast is observable up to a depth of about 80 nm
below the surface [46], which is similar to the thickness of conven-
tional TEM thin foils.

As the (111) planes are giving the strongest electron channelling
contrast we used exclusively (111) diffraction vectors. Furthermore,
as the (111) planes are the common glide planes in superalloys all
ECC images displayed in this work will show all (111) traces at the
bottom of the images. The blue line corresponds to the (111), the
green line the ð111Þ, the yellow the ð111Þ and the red line the ð111Þ.
The lengths of the slip traces in the legend are proportional to the
angle between the slip plane normal for that slip trace and the sam-
ple surface normal. The longest line is always at almost 90° to the sur-
face normal and corresponds to the plane that is used for imaging.

3. Results

3.1. Material characterisation

The heat treatments [14] produced two different precipitation-
strengthened alloy variants. The fine-g ’ variant contained a bimodal
distribution of intragranular precipitates with sizes of 70§ 22 nm
diameter secondary g’ (volume fraction»0.3) and 10 nm diameter
tertiary g ’ (volume fraction »0.1). The coarse-g’ variant contained a
unimodal distribution of intragranular precipitates with sizes of
250§ 75 nm diameter g ’ (volume fraction »0.4). The size variation
given corresponds to a single standard deviation from the mean.
Example images of the secondary precipitates can be seen in the sup-
plementary material, together with their size distributions. All g ’ pre-
cipitates were spheroidal and previous work has shown that the g/g ’
lattice misfit for the RR1000 microstructures is very low [12]. The g
phase grain diameter was obtained from EBSD data as the equivalent
circle of the grain area. In the fine-g ’ variant the mean grain diameter
is »15mm, for the coarse-g ’ variant it is »16mm and for the solu-
tion-strengthened alloy it is »9mm. Texture analysis of EBSD data
showed no strong texture in any of the three alloys studied; the
(100), (110) and (111) pole figures are available in the supplementary
material. The fraction of grain boundaries that are S3 recrystallisa-
tion twins is equal to 49% for the fine- g ’ variant, 46% for the coarse-
g ’ variant and 51% for the solid solution alloy.

3.2. Macroscopic deformation response

Fig. 1(a) shows the true stress � true strain (sT - eT) flow curve
under monotonic tension to fracture for all three alloy variants. Fig. 1
(b) shows the strain-hardening (dsT/deT) plotted against eT. Fig. 1(a)
and (b) both contain a grey dotted line that accounts for the elastic
relaxation on unloading to indicate the 2% macroscopic plastic strain
at which all of the microstructure investigations were carried out.
The yield strength of the precipitation- strengthened alloys is four
times larger than that of the solution-strengthened alloy; the yield
strength of the fine-g ’ variant is slightly larger than the coarse-g ’ var-
iant (factor 1.07 larger). Compared to the precipitation-strengthened
alloys, the solution-strengthened alloy shows twice larger elongation
to fracture. The precipitation-strengthened alloys both show greater
early stage strain hardening than the solution-strengthened alloy
and the coarse-g ’ variant more than the fine-g ’ variant. While the
solution-strengthened alloy shows a monotonic decay in the strain
hardening, both precipitation-strengthened alloys show an increase
in strain hardening at a plastic strain of »2% (total strain of »3%).

Table 2 details the modulus of elasticity (E), the 0.2% proof stress
to indicate plastic yield (sY0.2), the ultimate tensile stress (sUTS), the



Fig. 1. The a) true stress and b) strain-hardening flow curves to failure as a function of
true strain for the fine-g ’ variant, the coarse- g ’ variant and the solid solution alloy.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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total magnitude of strain-hardening (sSH = sUTS - sY0.2), the magni-
tude of the strain-hardening as a fraction of the yield (sSH’ = sUTS /
sY0.2), and the total elongation (eT). Most of the values measured
match those expected, with the exception of E of Inconel 690 at
170 GPa, which is much lower than expected (211 GPa). This disparity
is probably due to micro-yielding happening at very low applied
stresses, contributing to the apparent measured elastic strain.
3.3. Deformation patterns analysis

For microstructure analysis specimens of all three alloy variants
were deformed under uniaxial tension to a macroscopic axial strain of
»2%, although the absolute macroscopic strain will differ slightly
between specimens. This amount of deformation captures the onset of
plasticity and the beginning of the increase in strain hardening for the
precipitation-strengthened alloys, and is beyond the magnitudes rele-
vant to low cycle fatigue. Fig. 2 shows the effective shear strain (ɛeff)
map obtained from the HRDIC strain data for all three alloys. On average
ɛeff»0.02, but locally ɛeffvalues can be as low as 0.00 or as high as 0.50.
As all of the data is presented on the same ɛeff (colour) scale, it is clear
that the strain localisation is greater in the g ’-strengthened alloys com-
pared to solution-strengthened alloy, the former of which contain fewer
slip traces with a larger slip trace spacing and highly localised shear
with greater strain magnitude. In the solution-strengthened Inconel
690 there are more slip traces with lower strain intensity and the mag-
nitude of strain between the traces is higher in the solution-strength-
ened alloy compared to the precipitate-strengthened alloys. Because of
the finite lateral resolution, it is not possible to distinguish whether the
Table 2
Mechanical properties derived for the alloy variants in this work.

Alloy E [GPa] sY0.2 [MPa] s

RR1000, g ’ 70 nm 222 1130 1
RR1000, g ’ 250 nm 215 1060 1
Inconel 690, no g ’ 170 270 8
higher strain between slip bands is due to the presence of very fine,
closely spaced slip bands, or due to non-planar slip. In either case, the
deformation corresponds to slip; it is our measure the slip characteris-
tics it that we can quantify.

The deformation at the scale of the maps in Fig. 2 contains micro-
scopic and mesoscopic features. On the microscopic scale there are
planar, high frequency slip domains within single grains, measured
to be orientated (mean) § »50° (range § 25 � 63 °) to the tensile
axis. The slip in these discrete regions most often occurs on the {111}
planes most favourably orientated for slip in agreement with the
highest Schmid factor. At the mesoscopic scale, there are diffuse
strain hotspots observed in the strain maps for all three alloy var-
iants. The diffuse regions link together between neighbouring grains
and often concentrate at grain boundaries and triple junctions. As
noted above, these regions may be diffuse strain (on multiple slip sys-
tems) or they may be very fine slip that cannot be resolved with the
method employed here. However, they represent a measurably dif-
ferent type of deformation. The diffuse regions form long-range
bands-like features through the microstructure at the mesoscale and
therefore cannot be predicted from local neighbourhood deformation
incompatibilities alone. At grain boundaries, the diffuse strain magni-
tude is increased and seems to be associated with local impingement
of slip bands on the grain boundaries, which suggests they are cre-
ated because of poor slip transfer between direct grain neighbours.
These mesoscopic deformation bands have been shown in single
crystals [66] and in polycrystals [67] to be non-crystallographic and,
as shown here, are measured to be orientated (mean) § »53° (range
§ 40 � 60°) to the tensile axis.

Fig. 3 shows the GROD Mean misorientation data for the same
field of view as the strain maps in Fig. 2. Like the strain data, there
are misorientation hotspots that are spatially associated with the
mesoscopic diffuse-strain deformation bands in Fig. 2. The relation-
ship between misorientation and strain is discussed in detail else-
where [68] for the coarse-g ’ variant.

In order to quantify the levels of strain heterogeneity we define
the normalised effective strain, hɛeffi, which divides each strain value
(ɛeff) by the map mean eeff .

h eeff i ¼ eeff eeff ð3Þ
and we calculate the normalised misorientation, hfi, in the same way.
Fig. 4 shows that the hɛeffi distributions in the fine-g ’ variant is more
heterogeneous than the coarse-g ’ while the hɛeffi distributions in the
solution-strengthened alloy suggest far more homogeneous strain
(almost normal distribution of values with the mode close to the
mean). The variation in plastic strain localisation between the three
alloys is therefore not reflected in the lattice misorientation data,
which is because of the scaling property of lattice misorientation
data, a phenomenon that is well known but not well understood
[69]. The absence of this scaling in plastic strain indicates a funda-
mental difference in the two measures of deformation: EBSD only
measures residual plastic strain and the lattice rotations that arise
due to incompatibility between neighbouring regions of opposed
plastic strain and the requirement to preserve a continuum [26].

Damage accumulation in plastic strain hotspots is thought to be
important for localised failure mechanisms [70�72]. The diffuse
strain regions in the maps of Fig. 2 might correspond to such hot-
spots. A band pass filter was applied to the Fast Fourier Transform
UTS [MPa] sSH [MPa] sSH’ [MPa] eT []

770 640 1.57 0.140
720 660 1.62 0.118
20 550 3.04 0.310



Fig. 2. The HRDIC effective strain (ɛeff) maps for a) the fine-g ’ variant, b) the coarse- g ’ variant and c) the solid solution alloy. The tensile axis is vertical and all maps are plotted on
the same colour scale. The field of view is 1£ 0.5mm and the spatial resolution 117 nm.
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(FFT) of the strain maps to separate data related to sharp slip (outer
part of the FFT) and diffuse slip (inner part of the FFT). Fig. 5 shows
the overlaid maps of sharp slip and diffuse slip and the associated
FFTs for the original strain maps as inserts for each of the three alloy
variants. From this, the area fractions of sharp slip and diffuse slip
were calculated. The fine-g ’ variant contains 12% sharp slip and 11%
diffuse slip, the coarse-g ’ variant contains 13% sharp slip and 9% dif-
fuse slip and the solid solution alloys contains 23% sharp slip and 8%
diffuse slip. The diffuse regions can be compared to the regions of
high lattice misorientation to show that the two phenomena are not,
in fact, spatially coincident. However, there certainly is a spatial rela-
tionship between them. It is therefore likely that the misorientation
hotspots are closely associated with the gradient of the diffuse strain
hotpots [68].

A study of the FFTs themselves can tell us something about slip
character because the periodic angular relationships in the real-
space maps are preserved in the FFTs. The FFT for the fine-g ’ alloy in
Fig. 5 part a) shows more sharp signals in the mid-frequency range,
whereas the coarse-g ’ alloy in part b) and especially the solution-
strengthened alloy in part c) show more diffuse signals in this
region. This indicates that the slip is sharper and more well defined
in the fine-g ’ alloy. In the high frequency range, the fine-g ’ alloy
shows no signal whereas the coarse-g ’ and solution-strengthened
alloy show signals at § 90° Signals at these positions indicate neigh-
bouring pixels at 90° to one another that have the same strain value.
In real space the majority of slip bands are orientated § 25�63° to
the loading direction. Therefore, high frequency signals in the FFT at
§ 45° or § 90° are indicative of slip trace width. From Fig. 5b) we
can therefore conclude that the slip traces in the coarse-g ’ variant
are wider than those in the fine-g ’ variant. Further, there is greater
intensity in the § 45° high frequency domain for the coarse-g ’ than
the solution-strengthened alloy, indicating that the slip traces in the
coarse-g ’ alloy are wider than those in the solution-strengthened
alloy. The § 90° intensity in the solution-strengthened alloy FFT
contains more detail than that in the coarse-g ’ alloy, indicating
many close parallel slip traces in the Inconel 690 as opposed to
wider slip traces.

To investigate the reason for variable slip trace morphologies and
levels of strain localisation, the defects within slip bands were char-
acterised directly by cECCI. Fig. 6 shows this analysis for the fine-g ’
and coarse-g ’ variants at the same magnification using the g = 111
diffraction vector, highlighting slip bands (denoted SB in the figure)
and stacking faults (denoted SF in the figure). The SFs are present in
the fine-g ’ variant before deformation and are therefore likely to
have been introduce during the heat treatments. In the coarse-g ’ var-
iant, the linear features are all slip bands and no stacking faults are
observed. The slip bands in the investigated grain from the fine-g ’
variant are parallel to (yellow) ð111Þ, which are tilted away from the
edge-on condition by 19.0° For the grain selected from the coarse-g ’
variant two slip traces are observed: those parallel to (yellow) ð111Þ
are 28.5° from the edge-on orientation and those parallel to (green)
ð111Þ are 18.1° from the edge-on condition. As the (yellow) ð111Þ
slip bands in the grain from the fine-g ’ variant and the (green) ð111Þ
slip bands in the grain from the coarse-g ’ variant are tilted off-normal
to a similar magnitude their projected widths can be compared
directly. It is found that the wider slip traces in the coarse-g ’ variant
are due to wider underlying slip bands. Fig. 6(d) shows that the width
of the slip bands in the coarse-g ’ variant is related to the size of the g ’
precipitates and that multiple parallel active glide planes are neces-
sary to overcome them. The mechanism for this generation of wider



Fig. 3. The EBSD misorientation maps for a) the fine-g ’ variant, b) the coarse- g’ variant and c) the solid solution alloy. The tensile axis is vertical and all maps are plotted on the
same colour scale. The field of view is 1£ 0.5mm and the spatial resolution 500 nm.
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slip bands is likely Orowan looping and local cross slip to overcome
obstacles [73].
Fig. 4. The distribution of normalised a) HRDIC strain hɛeffi and b) EBSD misorientation
hfi relative to the map means.
3.4. Grain specific deformation character

Representative examples of sub-grain deformation character
within individual grains are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for the
fine-g ’ variant, the coarse-g ’ variant and the solution-strengthened
alloy, respectively. In many cases, the spatial location of the misorien-
tation f reflects a change in the gradient of the ɛeff, but this is not
always the case, especially for complex slip morphologies. For the
fine-g ’ variant the most common slip characteristics are planar slip,
slip band bifurcation (especially towards grain boundaries), very
finely spaced slip (often multi-slip), fading of slip bands towards
grain boundaries and the impingement of slip bands on grain bound-
aries, the latter causing significant strain localisation and lattice dis-
tortion. For the coarse-g ’ variant some of the deformation
characteristics from the fine-g ’ variant are also observed, such as pla-
nar slip, slip band bifurcation and slip band impingement. However,
the coarse-g ’ variant also exhibits cross slip and diffuse slip charac-
teristics, which are rarely observed in the fine-g ’ variant. Finely
spaced slip, sometimes observed in fine-g ’ variant, is never observed
in the alloy with larger g ’. The solution-strengthened alloy shows
much less localised strain, finer spaced and more diffuse slip, with
some instances of cross slip but not many, and no instances of slip
band bifurcation at all. There are some instances of slip band
impingement on grain boundaries, but more often the slip bands will
fade as they approach grain boundaries.



Fig. 5. The overlaid low and high frequency inverse FFT maps for a) the fine-g ’ variant, b) the coarse- g ’ variant and c) the solid solution alloy highlight sharp and diffuse slip charac-
teristics. Both high and low frequency slip is displayed in black. Low magnitude strain is displayed in grey. The inserts show the FFTs, plotted on the same 8-bit scale with a rainbow
colour theme to highlight details.

Fig. 6. ECCI analysis to determine slip band widths and dislocation-g’ interactions for the fine-g ’ variant (left) and the coarse- g ’ variant (right) using the g = 111 diffracting vector.
The red dotted boxed in parts a) and b) are magnified in parts c) and d), respectively. The {111} slip traces are shown for each image as four coloured lines, the length of the line rep-
resenting the angular distance between the plane normal and the sample normal. Key: SB = slip band; SF = stacking fault; SC = strongly coupled dislocations. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 7. Representative examples of grains with different slip characteristics are shown for the fine-g ’ variant: a) planar, well-defined slip, b) slip band bifurcation, c) very fine planar
slip, d) slip band fading and e) slip band impingement, causing strain concentration close to the grain boundary. In parts i. we show the HRDIC strain data and in parts ii. the EBSD
misorientation data.
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Utilising again Eq. (3) but now for individual grains the heteroge-
neity of strain within a grain can be numerically characterised by
the gradient of the tail in its distribution of hɛeffi In this analysis shal-
low gradients (slope! 0) indicate wide variation in the strain val-
ues relative to the mean and therefore strain heterogeneity,
whereas sharp gradients (slope!�1 ) indicate a small variation of
strain values relative to the mean and therefore strain homogeneity
Fig. 8. Representative examples of grains with different slip characteristics are shown for th
c) cross-slip, d) diffuse slip and e) slip band impingement, causing strain concentration close
the EBSD misorientation data.
within a grain. We call this the strain distribution gradient and an
outline of the procedure for its calculation is provided in the supple-
mentary material. The strain distribution gradient has been calcu-
lated for 471 grains in the fine-g ’ variant, 613 grains in the coarse-
g ’ variant and 566 grains in the solution-strengthened alloy and is
plotted against the mean grain strain in Fig. 10. The correlation
between mean grain ɛeffand misorientation f is shown by the
e fine-g ’ variant: a) planar, well-defined multi-slip, b) slip band bifurcation and fading,
to the grain boundary. Parts i. show the HRDIC effective strain data and parts ii. show



Fig. 9. Representative examples of grains with different slip characteristics are shown for the solution-strengthened alloy: a) planar slip and slip band fading, b) slip that is planar in
a part of the grain and diffuse in another, c) planar multi-slip, d) cross-slip and e) slip band impingement, causing strain concentration close to the grain boundary. Parts i. show the
HRDIC strain data and parts ii. show the EBSD misorientation data.
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change in colour from blue to yellow with increasing ɛeff. There is a
wide distribution in grain mean strain and grain strain heterogene-
ity. Importantly, as the mean grain strain increases, the grains in the
precipitation-strengthened alloys become more heterogeneous
whereas the grains in the solution-strengthened alloys become
more homogeneous.

The representative examples of sub-grain deformation character-
istics show significant differences in the spatial distribution between
the slip and the lattice misorientation. In most cases, the misorienta-
tion is located close to a grain boundary but the majority of the slip is
not. Fig. 11 shows a frequency distribution of the average distance
within grains between the upper quartile of strain or misorientation
values and the nearest grain boundary for 406 grains in the fine-g ’
variant, 549 grains in the coarse-g ’ variant and 531 grains in the solu-
tion-strengthened alloy. The distance is the fractional distance to the
grain centre, so a distance of 0 is at the boundary and a distance of 1
is at the grain centre. The figure also plots the frequency distribution
Fig. 10. The variation in sub-grain strain heterogeneity as a function of mean grain strain f
ent! 0 indicates strain heterogeneity and gradient!�1 indicates strain homogeneity. Th
of a random distribution of values within the grain. The highest strain
values show no affinity for any spatial region of the grain, i.e. not
towards the boundary nor the centre. However, the greatest misori-
entation values within a grain show a strong affinity for grain bound-
aries and even more so in the precipitation-strengthened alloys than
in the solution-strengthened alloy. It is important to note that the
misorientation is physically closer to the boundaries in the solid solu-
tion alloy (< »3 um from the boundary) compared to the precipita-
tion-strengthened alloys (< »5 um), but this does not account for the
variation in grain size; when we normalise for grain size the trend is
reversed. This indicates greater misorientation heterogeneity in the
precipitate-strengthened alloy grains and that misorientation is
more strongly associated with their boundaries.

The slip characteristics in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 describe the number of slip
trace families in a deformed grain, the slip planarity and the mecha-
nisms employed to accommodate local deformation incompatibilities:
cross-slip, slip trace bifurcation, fading towards a grain boundary and
or a) the fine-g ’ variant, b) the coarse- g ’ variant and c) the solid solution alloy. gradi-
e colour and size of the data point relate to the grain average EBSD misorientation.



Fig. 11. The average distance to the nearest grain boundary for the upper quartile of a)
strain and b) misorientation values within a grain, plotted as a frequency distribution
for all grains in the fine-g ’ variant, the coarse- g ’ variant and the solid solution alloy.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 12. An analysis of the slip character in each of the three alloys by the fraction of
grains that contain that character. Part a) details the number of slip systems, part b)
details the slip planarity and part c) details the mechanisms used to accommodate
local deformation incompatibilities: cross-slip, slip trace bifurcation, slip trace fading
and slip trace impingement. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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impingement upon it. The occurrence of these characteristics have been
counted in 660 grains for the fine-g ’ variant, 785 grains for the coarse-
g ’ variant and 1061 grains for the solid solution alloy. Fig. 12 contains a
series of bar charts to show the fraction of grains that contain these
characteristics. It should be noted for part c) that if a grain contains
more than one characteristic then it is counted twice, so the measure is
the fraction of grains that contain at least one example of the character-
istic. Whilst this slip trace analysis did not include the relevant crystallo-
graphic data, all grains in which a full slip trace analysis has been
performed (32 grains) have indicated slip on {111} planes only. The
occurrence of only {111} slip is supported by the maximum number of
non co-planar slip traces in Fig. 12a) being equal to 4.

The solution-strengthened alloy has the largest fraction (»0.1) of
grains with no slip traces, indicating diffuse deformation or no defor-
mation at all, followed by the coarse-g ’ variant and then the fine-g ’
variant. Similarly, the solution-strengthened alloy has the highest
fraction of grains with only a single slip trace operating at a fraction
»0.38 of grains, followed by the coarse-g ’ variant and then fine-g ’
variant. For grains in which there are multiple slip systems (2, 3 or 4
non co-planar slip traces), this trend is reversed; the fine-g ’ variant
has the greatest fraction of grains with multi-planar slip, followed by
the coarse-g ’ variant and finally by the solution-strengthened alloy.

The slip has been defined as either planar, diffuse, or a mixture of the
two in different parts of the grain, as in Fig. 8(d). This diffuse slip is dif-
ferent to that described in Fig. 5 as diffuse slip was there identified as
that with a reasonably high magnitude of strain; here the magnitude is
not considered. Fig. 12(b) shows that the slip in the fine-g ’ variant has
more planar character and the solution-strengthened alloy has more
diffuse character, with the coarse-g ’ variant in between. Fig. 12(c) shows
that the coarse-g ’ variant has the greatest amount of cross slip and
bifurcation occurring, followed by the fine-g ’ variant, and with very lit-
tle of this character in the solution-strengthened alloy, suggesting that
exotic slip characteristics are necessary to overcome precipitates. The
main slip characteristics for the solution-strengthened alloy are slip
band fading and slip band impingement on grain boundaries, but the
fine-g ’ variant displays the most impingement phenomena, followed by
the coarse-g ’ variant.

Grain orientation predictors of deformation, such as the Schmid fac-
tor or Taylor factor are often used to understand local deformation
[74�78], although the magnitude of local strain is only very weakly
dependant on such parameters [68],. The variation of the Schmid and
Taylor factor with orientation are shown in the supplementary material.
To assess the effect of grain orientation on the deformation character,
Fig. 13 plots the data in the bar charts of Fig. 12 on inverse pole figures
(IPFs) from the loading direction. The slip characteristic data for the IPFs
have been given a value of 1 for ‘present’ and 0 for ‘absent’ so that the
scatter plots can be smoothed by linear interpolation for easier observa-
tion of trends. While there is no correlation to grain orientation for most
of the deformation characteristics, the occurrence of cross-slip and slip
band bifurcation seem to bemore prevalent in grains that have their ori-
entation in the loading direction parallel to h111i. While these grains are
those with a high Taylor factor (> 3.) and a low Schmid factor (< 0.35),
we propose that this is coincidental. In reality, <111> plans have fewer
total active slip systems than<100> but for<111> grains all slip direc-
tions are active, two on each of three slip planes. Therefore, all slip direc-
tions can occur on three planes, whereas for<111> grains only two slip
directions are active, albeit on all four planes. In the solution-strength-
ened alloy the cross slip is at the atomic scale and so we do not observe



Fig. 13. The slip character distributions in Fig. 12 plotted on IPFs from the loading direction, smoothed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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it. Conversely, the precipitation-strengthened alloys, the slip plane soft-
ening encourages strain localisation that results in slip band widths on
the scale of the precipitates and therefore cross-slip on the scale of the
precipitates.

3.5. Deformation related defect structures

Fig. 6 shows cECCI analysis of the interaction of dislocations with
g ’ particles. There is evidence for particle shearing in both the fine-
and coarse-g ’ alloy variants. However, the coarse-g ’ variant shows
more dislocation-g ’ interaction at the g/g ’ interfaces, pileups at the
interface and parallel co-planar slip within a single slip trace. In the
fine-g ’ variant there is deformation between the slip bands, shown in
Fig. 6(c), in the form of coupled dislocations (denoted SC in the figure)
and some bowing around g ’. This coupling suggests particle shear
and, as the coupling is short in comparison to the size of the g ’, the
shearing is in the strong coupling regime [1,15].

Fig. 14 shows cECCI analysis of slip band interactions in each of
the three alloy variants using the g = 111 diffracting vector; the
related HRDIC ɛeff maps are shown additionally. In the fine- and
coarse-g ’ variants a higher intensity is observed where non co-planar
slip bands intersect as indicated by red arrows in Fig. 14(a),
suggesting larger defect density at these intersections. This does not
occur in the solution-strengthened alloy. The example in Fig. 14(c)
and (d) shows a grain with two slip trace families aligned with the ð1
11Þ and the ð111Þ slip traces, and no noticeable accumulation of
defects at their intersection. In fact, the ð111Þ slip bands are barely
visible in the cECCI, possibly because those slip bands have a lower
strain magnitude and/or the dislocations on those slip bands have
been swept away by dislocations gliding in the ð111Þ slip bands. In
any case, no significant accumulation of defects at slip band interac-
tions is typical for this alloy, regardless of slip band strength.

Slip band impingement on a grain boundary can induce slip in the
neighbouring grain. This can occur by the slip in one grain inducing
stress concentrations in the neighbouring grain, which are accommo-
dated by slip in a compatible slip system, effectively transferring slip
from one grain to the other. An example of this slip transfer is given
in Fig. 15 for the fine-g ’ variant. In part d), the bottom grain shows
sharp, planar slip along the ð111Þ and the ð111Þ traces and the neigh-
bouring top grain shows plumes or ‘micro-volumes’ [54,79] of misori-
entation ahead of those slip traces. These plumes are roughly
orientated along the (010) in the top grain and are therefore not
directly propagating into slip bands. However, we do observe {111}
slip, which is just visible in the neighbouring top grain along that



Fig. 14. ECCI analysis of the interactions between non co-planar slip bands in a) the fine-g ’ variant, b) the coarse- g ’ variant and c�d) the solid solution alloy using the g = 11 1 dif-
fracting vector. Part d) is a higher magnification image of the red dotted region in part c). Red arrows highlight greater defect intensity at the slip band intersections. The {111} slip
traces are shown for each image as four coloured lines, the length of the line representing the angular distance between the plane normal and the sample normal. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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grain’s blue (111) and green ð111Þ slip traces. The (010) plume strains
are so well accommodated for that they are not observed in the
HRDIC strain data, only in the EBSD misorientation data, and no dislo-
cations are observed at the edges of the plumes. Together, these
observations suggest that the (010) plumes are a result of local elastic
strain with no evidence of geometrically necessary dislocations to
accommodate that strain.

Slip band impingement on a grain boundary can induce misorien-
tations at the boundary in the parent grain and poor slip transfer in
the neighbour, as shown in Fig. 16(a) for the coarse-g ’ variant. There
is significant pileup at the grain boundary in the upper grain and its
lower neighbour has an active slip system that is almost perpendicu-
lar to the direction of strain. This poor slip transfer results in defor-
mation localisation at both sides of the grain boundary. Conversely,
slip band impingement in the solution-strengthened alloy does not
have such a severe effect. We show an example of this in Fig. 16(b),
where the slip impingement from the upper grain produces no mis-
orientation in the upper grain but its neighbour shows slip band fad-
ing and large misorientations even though the slip direction seems
well aligned. The comparison between these two examples in Fig. 16
shows how higher dislocation density within fewer slip bands can
lead to more severe strain localisation at the grain boundary and that
a high misorientation does not necessarily mean high slip activity.
Impingement creates grain boundary strain localisation for the grain
Fig. 16 because of poor slip transfer. Conversely, the impingement at
the boundary in the grain in Fig. 15 does not show high strain local-
isation because the slip transfer is efficient. In the fine-g ’ variant, the
magnitude of the strain in the slip traces is higher than in the other
alloys and so the slip band impingement on grain boundaries in this
variant creates greater strain localisation at the boundary and stress
concentrations in its neighbour.

The main way in which slip bands interact with grain boundaries
in all three alloy variants is by fading towards them. In the
g ’-strengthened alloys, this mechanism is especially prevalent in
grains that contain multiple non co-planar slip systems operating,
which suggests that the interaction of non co-planar slip bands may
prevent glide from progressing as far as the grain boundary. Slip
band fading is closely associated with a local misorientation of nearly
2°, caused by the gradient in plastic strain. This is shown in Fig. 17 for
the solution-strengthened alloy. The insets of HRDIC strain and EBSD
misorientation in Fig. 17(a) and (b), respectively, show that while the
plastic slip fades the lattice distortion is large. That is because the
majority of the grain is undergoing plastic rotation in one direction,
whilst the bottom part towards the boundary is not, causing a signifi-
cant misorientation relative to the mean orientation. Interestingly,
there are some dislocations observed in this region but these are not
spatially distributed in a way that is consistent with the distribution
of misorientation. A quarter of all visible dislocations will be invisible



Fig. 15. ECCI analysis of a deformed grain couple in the sample RR1000 with g ’ 70 nm. Parts a) and b) show the HRDIC effective strain and EBSD misorientation data, respectively.
Red arrows indicate the edges of the grain boundary that separates the grain. Part c) is an ECCI image of the same region in parts a) and b). Part d) is a magnified image from the red
dotted region in part c). The {111} slip traces are shown for each grain of interest as four coloured lines, the length of the line representing the angular distance between the plane
normal and the sample normal. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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at this imaging orientation, but all belong to the same plane, which is
unlikely to allow such a 3D rotation. This lack of observable defects
associated with the lattice rotation questions the concept of geomet-
rically necessary dislocations (GNDs) between the slip bands that
would account for the smooth gradient in misorientation, which is at
odds with EBSD-based measures of plasticity and explanations of
misorientation as a homogeneous spatial distribution of GNDs.
Instead, the dislocations within slip bands decrease in number and
increase in spacing as they approach the boundary. These slip band
dislocations act as GND pinning points that are associated with the
magnitude of the misorientation, but the more homogeneous gradi-
ent in misorientation cannot be attributed to resolvable dislocations.
This suggests that either the low spatial and angular resolution of
Hough transform indexing EBSD is unable to resolve the fine
Fig. 16. ECCI analysis of dislocation pile-ups in a) RR1000 coarse-g ’ variant and in b) Incone
lines, the length of the line representing the angular distance between the plane normal and
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
structure in these cases, that elastic lattice rotation is not insignificant
in these cases or both. Similar observations can be made in the
g ’-strengthened alloys, although it is more difficult to observe indi-
vidual dislocations within slip bands due to their interaction with g’.

One further point to note in the deformation characteristics of the
solution-strengthened alloy is that some of the slip bands have a sin-
gle pair of dislocations at their tips, closer to one another than the
spacing of the other dislocations in that slip band, highlighted by
arrows in Fig. 17(d) and included as inserts at the top of the figure.
This is reminiscent of dislocation pairs shearing long-range ordered
precipitates on the nano-scale < 2 nm [80]. However, as this is only
one pair at the very tip of the slip band and not multiple pairs, the
ordering here is either due to very small precipitates in low volume
fraction or short-range order in solid solution.
l 690, no g’. The {111} slip traces are shown for each grain of interest as four coloured
the sample normal. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,



Fig. 17. ECCI analysis of a deformed grain in the sample Inconel 690 with no g’. Parts a) and b) show the HRDIC effective strain and EBSD misorientation data, respectively. Part c) is
an ECCI image of the same region in part a) and b). Part d) is a magnified image from the red dotted region in part c). The {111} slip traces are shown for the grain of interest as four
coloured lines, the length of the line representing the angular distance between the plane normal and the sample normal. Short arrows show dislocations in slip bands. Long arrows
show dislocation pairs at slip band tips. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4. Discussion

4.1. Deformation patterning

The presence of g ’ drastically changes the alloy yield strength,
strain hardening behaviour and ductility. In all the alloys studied
here, the planar slip traces are consistent with slip systems that are
exclusively h110 i f111g type. Obstacles in the path of dislocation
glide increase the stress required for glide [7], which increases the
yield strength and promotes elastic dislocation-dislocation interac-
tions that increase strain-hardening. The way in which slip evolves in
the presence of obstacles has a marked effect on slip character. The
presence of g’ creates more planar, localised deformation on fewer
non co-planar slip plane families. Increased slip localisation is related
to increased deformation incompatibility between grain neighbours
and the emergence of diffuse deformation bands that span many
grains. These diffuse strain bands have been known for many decades
[81], are not crystallographic [66,67] and have been demonstrated by
lower resolution DIC [36,82�84]. However, it is only with the high
lateral resolution and wide field of view presented here that we can
suggest mechanisms for their formation. We show that the deforma-
tion is dominated by planar slip, which impinges on grain boundaries
to create rotation at the boundary. This spatial relationship has been
shown previously on different length scales: in highly localised shear
traces in Mg alloys [85] and ahead of individual slip traces blocked by
grain boundaries [41]. As a precursor to cracking, damage accumula-
tion occurs where slip transfer is poor, and so geometric rotations are
needed to prevent the nucleation of voids [86]. High angle grain
boundaries [87,88] and those that are not of a special coincident site
type [89] are known to experience the greatest misorientation due to
poor slip transfer. The debate surrounding slip transfer criteria is
beyond the scope of the present work [90], but we show that as the
grains in the precipitation-strengthened alloys incur more strain
their strain distribution becomes more heterogeneous, creating more
intense slip bands, more grain boundary impingement and more dif-
fuse hotspots. This is important because the diffuse hotspots are spa-
tially associated with EBSD misorientation hotspots and large lattice
rotations are often used to explain local deformation [70�72,91�95],
but we show that the lattice rotations are generally caused by slip
band impingement on grain boundaries and are not necessarily spa-
tially coincident with a high strain magnitude. Further, measurable
misorientations are not necessarily associated with any slip activity
at all or any resolvable GNDs. The misorientation at grain boundaries
is more heterogeneous in the precipitation-strengthened alloys, sug-
gesting that more severe lattice rotation is needed to accommodate
highly localised slip, in agreement with the lattice rotations associ-
ated with greater strain localisation after irradiation in Zr alloys [96].
Conversely, the grains in the solution-strengthened alloy achieve a
high mean strain by the quick nucleation of new slip bands, which is
more effective in the absence of barriers to glide and when the grain
size is small.

More exotic slip characteristics are required to overcome
obstacles that induce greater internal stresses, such as cross slip and
slip band bifurcation to overcome large precipitates, especially in
h111i grains in which all three active h110i slip directions can cross
slip to three of the four {111} slip planes. Cross-slip has a characteris-
tic activation volume and so it is easier where there is more space
between the particles, which is the case for the coarse-g ’ variant,
leading to wider slip bands and more pile-ups at the g/g ’ interface.
The fine-g ’ variant has the most heterogeneous strain distribution
because these dislocation- interactions are restricted to simple shear.

4.2. Micromechanisms contributing to strength

The dominant contribution to yield strength in the precipitation-
strengthened variants is from g ’ long-range order (LRO) and it is well
established that the strengthening depends on the size and spacing
of the particles [97,98]. Slip planarity is achieved in the precipitation-
strengthened alloys by the shearing mechanism, which gradually
decreases the obstacle size along a given h110 i f111g system by a
magnitude equal to 2b for each shearing dislocation pair. The shear-
ing process results in a lower stress necessary for glide and therefore
glide plane softening, planar slip [99,100] and the greater strain local-
isation that we observe here.

The strengthening contribution from LRO for the fine-g ’ variant is
close to the transition between shearing and Orowan looping (see
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supplementary material for the calculation) and the greater strength
over a solid solution comes from particle shear in the strong coupling
regime with some bowing akin to Orowan looping [16]. The cECCI
work here supports this calculation as both shearing and looping
mechanisms are shown in Fig. 6. Further, similar observations have
been made by transmission electron microscopy in Ni-based superal-
loys of similar size and volume fraction [9,101,102].

For the coarse-g ’ variant, the yield stress is lower than that of the
fine- g ’ variant because there is more space between g ’ particles,
which results in fewer barriers to slip band formation. However, the
g ’ themselves are more difficult to shear and so dislocations bypass
the particles by the Orowan looping mechanism [16]. The g ’ size-
dependence of shearing or Orowan mechanisms is well known [3,4].
For large g ’ precipitates the partitioning of elastic strain, as measured
in neutron diffraction experiments, from the g phase to the g ’ at
larger g ’ sizes indicates greater plastic deformation in the g phase
and likely Orowan looping [5,11,12,14,15], although looping at much
smaller g ’ diameters of 39 nm has been observed under certain con-
ditions [6]. For the coarse-g ’ variant studied here (see supplementary
material for the calculation), strengthening is dominated by LRO
shearing in the strong coupling regime (97.5% of a contribution) with
a contribution from Orowan looping (2.5% of a contribution). In sup-
port of this calculation, both shearing and looping mechanisms have
been shown in the cECCI work here in Fig. 6 and in other coarse-g ’
microstructures during room temperature deformation [11].

The solution-strengthened alloy contains no LRO but the disloca-
tion pairs that we observe at the head of slip bands constitute evi-
dence for the presence of short-range order (SRO). Dislocation
pairing is caused by the creation and then the destruction of the anti-
phase boundary in secondary phases of LRO as they are sheared by
dislocation glide; the number of dislocation pairs, n, gives the obsta-
cle size as n2b, where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector (in the
present case b = 0.248 nm). While dislocation pairing is generally
attributed to LRO, the size of this obstacle in the solution-strength-
ened alloy is small at »0.5 nm. This is in the correct range for Ni-Cr
couplings in solid solution of MC2-like alloys, constituting SROmicro-
domains of size 0.5�1 nm [103,104], but approximately twice the
size of Ni-Cr and Ni-Co microdomains in heavily alloyed NiCoCr
(equal atomic fractions of each constituent) [105]. SRO promotes slip
planarity in nickel alloys [106,107] as the leading dislocation(s)
remove the local frictional stress due to the SRO, resulting in glide
plane softening [99,108]. Traditionally, the low stacking fault energy
(SFE) of heavily alloyed Ni is thought to be responsible for slip planar-
ity due to the lack of cross slip available to partial dislocations [73].
However, the fine multi-slip that we define as cross slip, shown in
Fig. 9(d), is observed in the solution-strengthened alloy and indeed
for all alloys studied here. The oscillatory nature of the SRO results in
local variations of the friction stress and therefore hard and soft
regions on the order of a few nm. It is in these soft regions that dislo-
cations can nucleate at sources [109]. The slip band then evolves
towards the grain boundaries, where dislocation pile-ups cause
backstresses that quickly exhaust the dislocation source, instigating
the nucleation of new slip bands [80]. Each new slip band experien-
ces the same initial friction stresses due to the SRO, which increases
the yield stress relative to a perfectly disordered solid solution and,
further, ensures slip planarity and the quick nucleation of many slip
bands, resulting in the greater strain homogeneity at the grain scale.

4.3. Micromechanisms contributing to strain-hardening

Slip planarity and greater strain localisation in the precipitation-
strengthened alloys increases strain-hardening due to increased local
friction stresses because of the elastic interactions between disloca-
tions. These interactions occur at pile-ups at the g/g ’ interface, at
grain boundaries, within areas of complex cross-slip, between gliding
dislocations and Orowan loops and between dislocations in closely-
spaced multiple parallel slip planes within a single slip band. In the
coarse-g ’ variant these interactions are more common and so the
strain-hardening is greater [7,9,110], resulting in higher backstresses
on dislocation sources and quicker exhaustion of those sources [111].
Particularly, cross-slip and Orowan looping around large g ’ results in
greater effective obstacle sizes and higher rates of strain-hardening
[7]. In the solution-strengthened alloy the strain-hardening is domi-
nated by long-range elastic stresses, such as the interactions between
dislocations in co-planar slip bands and the backstresses arising from
pile-ups at boundaries and interfaces [80,112,113], common in FCC
systems [80,110,111,114�117]. This mechanism of strain-hardening
will also be important in the precipitation-strengthened alloys and
especially the fine-g ’ variant due to its greater capacity for glide
plane softening. Less dislocation-g ’ interaction in the fine-g ’ accounts
for the lower strain-hardening rate in comparison to the coarse-g ’
variant. The fine-g’ contains both it’s 70 nm intragranular g ’ and
superfine 10 nm g ’. Although superfine g ’ is not thought to contrib-
ute to strain-hardening [118], there are chemical differences between
the g ’ of different sizes [119] and there is much chemical variation at
the g/g ’ interface [120], which may affect the interaction of disloca-
tions with g ’ and with one another at the interphase boundary. Fur-
ther, elements common to g ’ are segregated to the dislocation line in
deformed RR1000 [120] and so chemical variation between different
g ’ particles may affect the stress field of individual dislocations after
they have sheared the particle. These effects are likely more impor-
tant for the fine-g ’ RR1000 variant due to its greater propensity for
deformation by particle shear.

The solution-strengthened alloy shows a monotonic decrease in
the strain hardening, which is indicative of a single hardening mecha-
nism. The most likely candidate for this mechanism is strain-harden-
ing is through dynamic slip band refinement, i.e. the development of
internal stresses that quickly exhaust dislocation sources and neces-
sitates the nucleation of new slip bands [80]. This mechanism occurs
due to three main sources of internal local stress: frictional stresses
in overcoming short range order, frictional stresses due to the inter-
action between co-planar slip bands and backstresses at grain bound-
ary pile-ups. As the number of slip bands increases, the elastic
interaction between dislocations on different slip bands intensifies
and the passing stress increases, increasing the flow stress and main-
taining the strain-hardening. However, there must be a competing
softening mechanism because the gradient of the flow stress continu-
ously decreases. This second mechanism is likely to involve some slip
bands being close enough to one another for mutual annihilation by
recombination. In support of this, we demonstrate that slip bands are
very closely spaced in this alloy. The significant ductility and strain-
hardening capacity of the solution-strengthened alloy is due to the
effectiveness of dynamic slip band refinement and the short-range
order present in solid solution, which, when coupled with the low
stacking fault energy of alloyed Ni, delays the onset of late stage
strain-hardening to higher strains.

The precipitation-hardened alloys show a latent peak in the
strain-hardening, which has been shown for a similar coarse-g ’ vari-
ant [15] and in 720Li under tension at room temperature [13]. How-
ever, this delayed peak in the strain-hardening rate was not observed
previously for a fine- g ’ variant [15]. There are two related strain-
hardening mechanisms that this could be attributed to. In both the
fine- and the coarse-g ’ variants substantial backstresses due to grain
boundaries give rise to diffuse stain hotspots and mesoscopic defor-
mation bands that span many grains, which may contribute to the
latent increase in strain hardening. The second mechanism that will
contribute to the latent strain-hardening peak comes from the inter-
action of non co-planar slip bands. We have shown here that the
defect density at slip band intersections is only higher in the precipi-
tation-strengthened alloys. Therefore, the junctions may form due to
interactions at the g/g ’ interface. However, junctions have also been
shown to affect mechanical behaviour in solid solution, for example,
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nano-indentation of Cu single crystals has been used to demonstrate
that deformation occurs in bursts via the breakthrough of dislocation
pileups at Lomer-Cottrell locks [121]. Such junctions therefore
increase strain-hardening, as they are sessile [122] and so they con-
tinuously decrease the slip distance as the deformation progresses
[123]. While the interaction between non co-planar slip bands does
not create locks in the solution-strengthened alloy, such phenomena
may occur at higher strains as dislocation density increases, leading
to dislocation forest hardening.

An interesting aspect of the strain hardening behaviour in the pre-
cipitation-strengthened alloy variants is the precipitous drop in
strain-hardening at high strains. As this drop precedes failure, it sup-
ports the idea that fracture is of a brittle nature in these special heat-
treated conditions. Any discussion on the mechanisms involved
based on the work here would be speculative; more deformation
mapping in the high strain regime when strain-softening occurs
would be useful in this regard.

5. Conclusions

In Nickel-base superalloys, deformation at the microscopic scale is
planar and discrete, taking the form of intense slip bands that vary in
density and intensity depending on the interactions of dislocations
with the microstructure. Impingement of slip bands on grain bound-
aries creates diffuse regions of strain and associated lattice rotations.
At the mesoscopic scale, the diffuse regions form deformation bands
that span many neighbouring grains. As these bands are orientated »
§53° to the load axis they are related to the planarity of the lamella
slip but because they span many grains they are non-crystallo-
graphic. Site-specific investigations of nanoscale mechanisms are
required to confirm suspected local mechanisms of deformation,
such as slip trace impingement creating stress concentrations in grain
neighbours, and exclude others, such as large misorientations being
associated with resolvable GNDs. In comparing the deformation
microstructure for the three alloys studied here, we can conclude the
following:

The solution-strengthened alloy strain-hardens by a dynamic slip
band refinement mechanism due to backstresses that arise from the
interaction of slip bands with grain boundaries and other slip bands.
At boundaries, the slip bands fade or pile up but the backstresses
quickly exhaust the dislocation sources as there is only short-range
order in the solid solution that acts as a barrier to new slip band for-
mation. The more gradual build up of backstresses results in more
moderate strain-hardening but over a large plasticity range, which
results in high ductility.

The g ’-strengthened alloys deform by a glide plane softening
mechanism resulting in decreasing resistance to glide through parti-
cle shear. These alloys strain-harden more than the solution-
strengthened alloy due to higher stresses internal to the grains. These
higher stresses arise from dislocation-g ’ and dislocation-dislocation
interactions at the g/g’ interface. These interactions necessitate dif-
ferent slip character, such as cross slip and slip band bifurcation,
which is especially in grains that are orientated h111i with respect to
the loading direction and particularly in the coarse-g ’ variant because
of the necessity for cross-slip and Orowan looping to overcome larger
g ’ obstacles.

The presence of g ’ results in more slip band impingement on grain
boundaries, creating more diffuse deformation regions and increas-
ing strain hardening further by putting greater backstresses on dislo-
cation sources.

A latent peak in the strain-hardening is observed for the precipita-
tion-strengthened alloys, which must be due to a common mecha-
nism in the fine-g ’ and coarse-g ’ variants. We suggest this latent
peak occurs through two mechanisms: (1.) Higher dislocation densi-
ties at the junction between non co-planar slip systems create locks,
decreasing the slip distance and increasing backstresses; and (2.)
High slip intensity and more slip band impingement on grain bound-
aries create a greater density of diffuse strain regions near bound-
aries, which causes local hardening.

While the work presented here specifically focuses on nickel-base
superalloys, it is likely that the findings are more broadly applicable
to other highly alloyed precipitation-strengthened materials.
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